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Natec Medical amplifies its management
function with Sage ERP X3
The Mauritian company Natec Medical is migrating its information system to
Sage ERP X3 for modernisation purposes. This choice has been motivated by the
extensive functional coverage provided by this product, and its reporting tools and
capacity to integrate all company data in a single base so as to optimise traceability.
Based in Mauritius since 2000, Natec Medical specialises in the design, production
and marketing of dilation catheters. The company has been located in the Cybercity
Business Park since 2004, with 700 sq. m. of clean room premises devoted to
the manufacture of medical devices. The company holds ISO 9001:2000 and
ISO 13485:2003 certification. Its business activity is expanding strongly year by year.
To keep pace with this growth, company management decided to restructure its
information system in 2006. "Our objective was to modernise our existing system,
based on an integrated management program enabling us to centralise all our
data in one database", explains Francine Lanceleur, Managing Director of Natec
Medical. "As regards accounting, this program was also required to cater for
multi-company, multi-site and multi-currency management. To stiffen up our
quality processes, our productivity and the control of our activity, we were looking
for an ERP incorporating efficient reporting tools. After taking a close look at
products available on the market, we chose Sage ERP X3. This solution attracted
us by its ability to respond to all criteria defined in our specifications, and this at
an equally attractive price level".

A highly efficient partner

				

The first step taken by Natec Medical was to identify a Sage partner capable of
meeting all its expectations. "It was in this way that we found Interface Technologie
in Madagascar", recalls Francine Lanceleur. "This Sage partner wasted no time
in visiting Mauritius to give us personalised demonstrations of Sage ERP X3. For
deployment of the solution we had selected, Interface Technologie seconded four
technicians to us for some twelve weeks, all of whom demonstrated personal
expertise and efficiency throughout the mission. Deployment and acceptance have
now been completed, but Interface Technologie continues to be an accessible
and professional partner". Interface Technologie has indeed strengthened its close
assistance role by setting up in Mauritius.
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A single database for effective reporting

Sage partner

With its common reference system and single database, Sage ERP X3 has
enabled Natec Medical to centralise all its data and automate reporting procedures
through all the processes adopted by the company. "Data are now handled
by single entry, and are accessible to all users", explains Francine Lanceleur.
This has made it possible to enhance data reliability, and also gain time in regard to
data processing and analysis. "In addition, with Sage ERP X3, on the basis of this
single data reference system, real-time analysis has gained in relevance and ensures
optimum reactivity in our decision-making", adds Francine Lanceleur. "Also, with the
performance indicators developed with Crystal Report, we will now be able to make
a monthly check on compliance with the management processes we have defined.
This means that we are meeting our commitments in terms of quality. With Sage ERP
X3, company management now possesses relevant indicators on which definition of
the strategic directions adopted by the company can be based".
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Enhanced monitoring of customer relations
Integration of information concerning our customers, and also our competitors, in
Sage ERP X3, now enables Natec Medical to obtain an exhaustive overview and
optimise monitoring of the market. "In the past, we based our comparisons on
electronic spreadsheets", emphasises Francine Lanceleur. "Now, when we want to
launch a new product or organise a particular event such as the EuroPCR congress,
we use the Sage ERP X3 customer relations management module. Monitoring of
prospective and existing customers with this module has enabled us to generate
new business".

Advantages
of the Sage solution

Improved accounting management precision
Possessing a multi-company, multi-site and multi-currency general accounting
solution, Natec Medical can now undertake more comprehensive cost accounting.
"With Sage ERP X3 we also have real-time visibility of our financial statements. Our
balance sheets are ready on the first day of each new reporting period, compared
with the 3 to 4 months that our auditors previously needed to produce the initial
statements", points out Francine Lanceleur. "From an operational point of view, we
have also strengthened our audit procedures relating to finance and purchasing by
securing access to these modules".
Sage ERP X3 also enables Natec Medical to analyse the complete historical records
of our data. "By establishing comparisons with the prices applied by our suppliers,
we improve our visibility of their pricing policy and consequently acquire new means
of renegotiating the prices of their products with them", emphasises Francine
Lanceleur.
"Information held by each member of our staff, as also our operating methods, are
now loaded in Sage ERP X3", concludes Francine Lanceleur. "Our staff have thus
been able to develop skills and expertise substantially more relevant for the company,
and also acquire genuine value added, with Sage ERP X3 handling the tracking and
administrative aspects of our activity".
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Extent of functional coverage
Integrated reporting tools
Customer relations management
Comprehensive general accounting
Extensive scalability
Skills, expertise and support
of the Sage partner
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